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Abstract	
  
Commitment	
  and	
  trust	
  are	
  often	
  mentioned	
  as	
  important	
  aspects	
  of	
  creating	
  a	
  perception	
  of	
  reliability	
  
between	
  counterparts.	
  In	
  the	
  context	
  of	
  university-‐industry	
  collaborations	
  (UICs),	
  agreeing	
  on	
  ambitions	
  
and	
  expectations	
  are	
  adamant	
  to	
  achieving	
  outcomes	
  that	
  are	
  equally	
  valuable	
  to	
  all	
  parties	
  involved.	
  
Despite	
  this,	
  our	
  initial	
  probing	
  indicated	
  that	
  such	
  covenants	
  rarely	
  exist.	
  As	
  such,	
  this	
  paper	
  draws	
  on	
  
project	
  management	
  theory	
  and	
  proposes	
  the	
  possibility	
  of	
  structuring	
  assessments	
  of	
  potential	
  partners	
  
before	
  university-‐industry	
  collaborations	
  are	
  brought	
  to	
  life.	
  Our	
  analysis	
  suggests	
  that	
  project	
  
management	
  can	
  improve	
  the	
  perceived	
  success	
  of	
  the	
  relationships	
  in	
  university-‐industry	
  collaborations.	
  
We	
  also	
  find	
  evidence	
  that	
  the	
  initial	
  stages	
  are	
  vital	
  for	
  collaborative	
  success	
  and	
  we	
  confirm	
  that	
  clearly	
  
defined,	
  mutually	
  agreed	
  objectives	
  and	
  realistic	
  aims	
  heighten	
  the	
  chances	
  of	
  value-‐added	
  for	
  all	
  involved	
  
parties.	
  Finally,	
  we	
  convey	
  views	
  of	
  the	
  respondents,	
  which	
  may	
  well	
  constitute	
  fruitful	
  avenues	
  for	
  
furthering	
  the	
  success	
  of	
  collaborations	
  between	
  universities	
  and	
  industry	
  but	
  without	
  the	
  backdrop	
  of	
  
extra	
  administrative	
  layers.	
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Introduction	
  
Universities have come to play an important role in society as producers and transmitters of
knowledge (D’Este & Patel, 2007) and governments around the world are actively encouraging
collaboration between universities and private companies (Barnes et al., 2002). This has spurred a
growing trend toward greater university-industry collaboration (UIC). Paradoxically, collaboration
between universities and industry faces significant challenges and a number of potential conflicts
(Bruneel et al., 2010), with the result that the potential benefits of such collaborations are often not
realized in practice (Barnes et al., 2002). Especially there is a need to balance on ambitions and
agree on expectations when parties have different motives.
A number of studies have found that some of the potential challenges can be overcome if
collaborative projects are managed properly from the beginning (e.g. Barnes et al., 2002, 2006;
Ruuska & Teigland, 2009). These and other studies have led to the identification of a number of
critical success factors that influence the success of projects between universities and industry. For
example it has been found that good planning and mutually agreed objectives enhance the chances
of successful collaboration. However, there is only a limited literature focusing merely on the
establishment and initiation of university-industry (U-I) collaboration. This is the case although it is
generally accepted in the project management literature that the initiation of a project is a crucial
process (See e.g. Nobelius & Trygg, 2002). This means that deeper questions remain unanswered,
e.g. the question of what constitutes good planning in a U-I context?
The purpose of this paper is to investigate how collaborations between scientists from Aalborg
University and local SMEs are established, initiated and more importantly, whether the way they
are managed has positive or negative effects on the perceived value. The paper draws on the
literature on both U-I collaboration and project management. Based on a review of relevant
literature, critical success factors related to the matching of partners and the initiation of
collaborative projects are identified. Afterwards, 38 U-I collaborations are examined, with the aim
of studying to which degree the critical success factors are managed in accordance with
recommendations. The aim is to identify best practice and come up with more detailed
recommendations on how to manage the establishment, initiation and completion of collaborative
projects.
It is clear that not all collaborations between universities and industry are organized as projects.
Thus, the process of knowledge transfer between university and industry occurs through a number
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of channels such as personnel mobility, informal contacts, published papers, conferences, spin-offs,
patenting, consulting relationships and joint research projects (Cohen et al., 2002; D’este & Patel,
2007). However, projects as a means to organize operations and collaborations have become
gradually more popular in both public and private organizations (Ruuska & Teigland, 2009).
Therefore, this paper finds that it is especially interesting to further illuminate how potential
conflicts are managed in projects involving universities and industry.
This paper is original in the sense that it applies a measurement of project success to the
investigation on how different project management techniques are utilized in the early stages of U-I
collaborations. This provides an opportunity to identify best practice on a more solid foundation
than seen in many other studies. Furthermore, very little research has addressed U-I collaborations
in a Danish context. The background of this is an assumption that some managerial practices have
the potential to enhance the success of the individual partners and that some practices have the
potential to enhance the success of all parties. Based on this assumption, the paper seeks to compare
the individual parties’ perception of project success with the usage of managerial practices. First the
potential benefits and conflicts of U-I relationships are discussed. Following this discussion is a
review of the literature on how industrial and academic partners identify each other and how U-I
collaborations are established. Finally, potential project management strategies are discussed in
relation to possible benefits and conflicts.

Establishment	
  and	
  initiation	
  of	
  university-‐industry	
  collaborations	
  
The	
  objectives	
  of	
  university-‐industry	
  collaborations	
  
As mentioned in the introduction there is a trend towards greater collaboration between academia
and industry. Naturally, these collaborations are established as they are assumed to benefit all
parties and the literature has found that U-I collaborations have a number of potential benefits. In
this regard Lee (2000) has studied the objectives for collaborating of both companies and scientists.
He finds that companies are interested in knowledge resources, research and development activities,
network and contacts. Primarily, the companies are interested in research and knowledge related to
their existing product line or product/process innovations. According to George et al. (2002), U-I
collaborations can potentially enhance innovation processes and universities can supplement
internal research resources through this medium, thereby leading to lower R&D expenditures whilst
upholding the same quality.
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Taking another perspective, Lee (2000) finds that the scientists have a number of reasons to
collaborate with industry partners. Their primary objectives are found to be; to secure external
funding, to gain insight in one’s own research and to test application of theory. Likewise, D’Este &
Patel (2007) point out that scientists have a variety of reasons for collaborating with industry. In
line with Lee (2000) he mentions; additional research income, testing applicability of research,
access to industry skills and facilities, and keeping abreast of industry problems. On the matter of
external funding Van Dierdonck et al. (1990, 558) find that laboratories collaborating with industry
receive three times as much external funding as laboratories not collaborating with industry. In
addition, Siegel et al. (2004) find that scientists that engage in U-I collaboration are often more
scholarly productive, despite the fact that it could be argued that scholarly production may be the
instigator of U-I collaborations. Concluding, most studies indicate that researchers benefit from
collaborating with industry partners.
Though U-I collaboration seems to have a number of potential benefits, these benefits are still often
not realized in practice. E.g. Lee (2000) finds that though a majority of the companies in his study
felt that they gained access to new research and benefits related to the development of new
products/processes, 77 % of the companies still felt that the collaboration with a university made
only “moderate or marginal improvement of product quality”. In addition almost 82% of the
companies felt that ‘the faculty contribution to firms’ R&D agenda was inconsequential’. This
incurred despite the fact that benefits related to their product line were their primary objective. On
the other hand, a majority of the scientists in Lee’s study were experiencing the collaborations as
beneficial. This may indicate that objectives are sometimes conflicting and that creation of mutual
benefits is a complex matter.
That the motives of academics and companies are often conflicting is widely acknowledged in the
literature. The potential conflicts between university actors and industry actors often relate to the
cultural gap between public research organizations and private companies. In general, scientists are
oriented towards building reputation, while industry actors face the commercial imperative to
produce exploitable results (Dasgupta & David, 1994).
For example both Ruuska & Teigland (2009) and Bruneel et al. (2010) find that academics and
companies often have different perspectives on the timeframes of collaborative projects. Academics
are often working on a long-term basis, whereas companies are often working on a more short-term
basis, as they face rapid changes in their environments. When new knowledge is created as a result
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of a collaborative project, Bruneel et al. (2010) point out that the perspectives of the parties are
often changed. Now the academics have an incentive to disclose the results early in order to
improve their reputation in the scientific community. The company on the other hand has an
incentive to postpone the disclosure of results in order to hold on to a competitive edge. Van
Dierdonck et al. (1990, 554) refer to this conflict as the dilemma between the “freedom of
publication and the secrecy of research findings”.
Other potential conflicts may arise due to different attitudes toward intellectual property rights
(Bruneel et al., 2010) or differences in languages and values that affect communication (E.g. Elmuti
et al., 2005). As it has been established, U-I collaborations hold potential benefits as well as
potential conflicts. However, these conflicts may have to be managed already from the
establishment and throughout the initiation of a collaborative project in order to realize the potential
benefits.

Finding	
  the	
  right	
  partner	
  and	
  the	
  formation	
  of	
  alliances	
  
Choosing the right collaboration partner is an essential element that influences the success of any
U-I collaboration (Barnes et al., 2006, 399; Mora-Valentin et al., 2006). A number of attempts have
been made in the literature to establish how organizations form alliances and identify collaboration
partners. Gulati & Gargiulo (1999, 1476) find that organizations in general tend to seek partners
that have “complementary resources and capabilities” and are regarded as reliable counterparts.
In a U-I context Carayol (2003) examines the reasons that lead a firm to select a given academic
partner and what would lead the chosen academic to accept or refuse collaboration. He argues, in
line with Gulati & Gargiulo (1999), that firms are often trying to avoid uncertainty, which lead them
to choose academics with a good reputation. Also the basicity of the scientists’ research is
important. On the other hand Carayol (2003) finds that the scientists are looking for exploitable
synergies and tend to accept or refuse to collaborate under the main criterion that the proposed
project does or does not fit their own research agendas.
That both scientists and companies are looking for partners with complementary aims and
competencies is confirmed by Barnes et al. (2002) and Mora-Valentin et al. (2004), who also stress
that a thorough assessment of such elements is important in order to ensure project success. The
same authors also find that choosing prior collaboration partners or partners with collaborative
experience improve the chances of success. This is in line with Thune (2011), who find that
companies tend to collaborate with research partners with whom prior relationships have been
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established. On that matter Gulati & Gargiulo (1999, 1477) argue that the tendency to enter
“secure” partnerships, e.g. by choosing former collaboration partners, may harm the individual
actors, as they fail to realize the potential of alternative alliances.
Thune (2011) finds that the tendency to choose prior collaboration partners is often related to an
ambition of building mutual experience, before undertaking larger projects. This may be interpreted
as trust being a key dimension in U-I collaboration, as it has been found to be in the general
literature on inter-organizational relationships (see e.g. Tomkins, 2001). In line with common
acknowledgements of the literature on inter-organizational relationships, Thune (2011) and Barnes
et al. (2002) both emphasize the importance of identifying committed partners and that that
commitment and trust are essential dimensions in a U-I context.
However, it is important to notice that actors related to different sectors of economic activity and
different fields of science interact differently (Schartinger et al., 2002). E.g. Schartinger et al.
(2002) find that faculties and companies related to natural sciences, technical sciences and
agricultural sciences generally interact more than those in medicine, social sciences and humanities.
To sum up both scientists and companies are generally searching for partners with complementary
competencies. Furthermore, project success seems to be positively affected if prior collaboration
partners or partners with collaborative experience are matched. Finally, it is stressed that both
university actors and industry actors must thoroughly assess potential partners with the aim of
identifying committed partners with more or less complementary objectives. The latter point may be
addressed by working systematically with filing out the table below.

Complementary Reputation

Assessment

Commitment

Competencies

Collaboration
experience

Enablers
Barriers
Table 1: Enablers and barriers in the contact phase
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Managing	
  the	
  initiation	
  of	
  university-‐industry	
  collaborations	
  
As it has been illustrated, U-I collaborations face a number of potential conflicts. However, Barnes
et al. (2002) have found that project management can improve U-I collaborations, and that a
number of project management processes related to the initial stages of the collaboration are vital.
Also Ruuska & Teigland (2009) find that a number of processes related to project management
could improve project success in collaborative projects involving private, public and academic
partners. Both studies identify practices that are related to the initiation of the collaborations, which
is an important stage in any collaboration between universities and industry (Philbin, 2008).
Barnes et al. (2002) find that clearly defined, mutually agreed objectives and realistic aims are very
important in the management of U-I projects. Without such clearly objectives, projects tend to
become too broad and exceed their initial boundaries. Likewise, the importance of a mutually
agreed project plan is stressed. Effective communications and a competent lead researcher that has
the ability to balance objectives were also found to be critical to the success of the collaborations
that were studied.
The observations of Barnes et al. (2002) are more or less similar to the results put forward by
Ruuska & Teigland (2009). Studying a project involving private, public and academic partners
Ruuska & Teigland (2009) find that co-development of a clear project plan is essential if a common
understanding is to be established, when a project is initiated. Furthermore, in line with Barnes et al.
(2002), they stress the importance of the project leader and effective communications in order to
continuously balance ambitions and expectations.
Also Anderson et al. (2012) examine how projects involving private, public and academic partners
are managed and, in line with Barnes et al. (2002) and Ruuska & Teigland (2009) they find that a
number of actions must be taken to insure project success. They stress the importance of a clear
identification and explanation of the motives and goals of each partner. In addition they find that it
is important that all partners are given the opportunity to influence decisions affecting the
partnership.
As can be seen, there exist some degree of consensus in the literature on management of U-I
collaborations. Thus, a number of proposed actions related to the initiation of a project, e.g. project
planning and establishing of mutual agreed realistic objectives are found to be important in a
number of studies. These elements are not only found in the literature on management of U-I
collaborations but are also present in the more general literature on project management (Fortune &
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White, 2006). But in most cases the literature gives very little guidance on how to establish
objectives and mobilize good planning in practice.
In addition, Thomas et al. (2008) argue that planning is not enough. Also the “project team” that is
responsible for implementation and execution of the plan is important, as collaboration is initiated.
Thomas et al. (2008, 107) suggest some actions that may improve the project team in a project
initiation process. They stress the importance of developing the relationship between the members,
e.g. at a kickoff meeting. Furthermore, the boundaries of the project must be set and the project
manager must provide clarity and direction.
Summing up, a number of project management activities seem to be pivotal in the initiation stage of
projects in general and U-I projects in particular. The below table lists some of the critical success
factors that are identified across a range of studies.
Planning

Objectives

Team

Establishment

building

of boundaries

Communication

Enablers
Barriers
Table 2: Enablers and barriers in the initiation phase
	
  

Methodology	
  
Defining and measuring success is generally not easy in inter-organizational settings (Gulati 1998,
Zollo et al. 2002) and there is not a single definition of what success is and how it can be measured
in U-I relationships (Thune, 2011). As a result mostly subjective assessments based on participants
perception has been used to measure performance and success (see e.g. Barnes et al., 2002; MoraValentin et al., 2004). Attempts at operationalizing more objective type measurements have been
made by applying the collaboration-continuum as a measure of success (Cyert & Goodman, 1997;
Mora-Valentin et al., 2004). However, this is not regarded as a feasible route in this study, as
projects are defined as being limited in time (Kerzner, 2009). Therefore, this paper measures
success as the parties’ perceived degree of goal achievement. In line with Barnes et al. (2002) this
measure is then balanced with more objective measures, including:
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-

Meeting budget constraints

-

Number of product/process innovations that are completed

-

Contractual renewal of collaboration

Data	
  collection	
  

The empirical foundations of this paper are 72 semi-structured interviews conducted over the period
2011 to 2012. We aimed at identifying university-industry collaborations that covered projects
between companies and researchers on the one hand, and companies and students on the other.
Identifying company/researcher collaborations was done with the help of Aalborg University’s
contracting unit official database, whilst the identification of company/student collaborations was
done by active search and contact with the various departments at the university. The respondents
were selected so as to give a balanced insight into different types of collaboration, different stages
of collaboration, and different project sizes.
The interview form was semi-structured, probing into five themes, which reflected the purpose of
the paper, and these in turn therefore constituted the main sections of the interview guide:
1. Introductory questions concerning the respondent and his/her organisation
2. Questions addressing the different phases of a collaboration:
a. Contact phase
b. Initiating the collaboration
c. Project phase: conceptualizing, planning, executing
d. Completion phase: concluding, evaluating renewing
3. The overall cooperation of the relationship
During the interview process we made use of asking for extensive amounts of examples and stories
as reflexive-type questions much in the manner described by Kreiner & Mouritsen (2005). In this
way we aimed at forcing the respondents to explain what really goes on during their workday and
also to stimulate them to provide details and thoughts that were more detailed than we otherwise
would expect to get.
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Analyzing	
  the	
  data	
  

Immediately after finishing each interview the interviewer wrote a brief resume of the main points
according to the 3 themes of the interview guide. Here we aimed at noting down exceptional
examples or particularly interesting points being made. The interviews were transcribed in their full
length and we applied a structural coding approach in the analysis of them along the lines of
Krippendorff’s (1980) recommendations. This coding tree was based on the full interview guide.
After coding the interviews, a list containing the drivers of collaboration and project management
considered critical by the interviewed respondents was prepared. The data-analysis was initiated by
looking for patterns relating to the respondents’ views on the search and initiation processes. After
this the data was analysed with respect to identifying patterns between these stages of a UIC and its
success rate.

Discussion	
  of	
  empirical	
  findings	
  
Our interviews generally covered the whole project from beginning to end, as this was more natural
to discuss it as a whole rather than focussing on specific parts. As such our analysis of the empirical
data for the sake of this paper takes its point of departure in the initial phases, but also turns to the
termination phase in order to establish links between initiation and the degree of project success.

Finding	
  the	
  right	
  partner	
  and	
  the	
  formation	
  of	
  alliances	
  
In relation to the contact phase, our theoretical framework suggested that six factors were relevant
to analyze and discuss, namely: an analysis of complementary competencies, reputation of the
partners, prior assessment of partners, establishing commitment, past collaboration experience, and
contact. Table 3 below depicts a series of statements from our analysis. The first noticeable
characteristic of the data is that seemingly, reputation does not play a significant role in the search
process between universities and industry. This is contradictory to existing theory but is potentially
explained by the unique setting of Aalborg University as mainly being a regional player and the fact
that most collaborations are with SME’s who do not have aspirations of working with universities
in other regions, countries or continents. Despite this, we did have aspirations of finding evidence
that the choice of researcher/company contact to some extent was explained by reputation on the
level of the individual. This clearly not being the case, we may insinuate that our dataset is
comprised of respondents that are unbiased from the beginning of the collaboration and who rely on
assessing the partner rather quickly in the contact phase.
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Complementary

Reputation

Assessment

Commitment

Collaboration
experience

Contact

Scientist and company
have engaged in prior
interaction –
assessment not
necessary

Trust between the parties

Company has
extensive
collaboration
experience

Network. External
consultant
facilitates contact

competencies
Enablers

Company finds that
researchers have
unique competencies
Researcher has
competencies relating
to project
management

Company has
extensive
collaboration
experience

Company assessed a
number of potential
partners

Both parties have
extensive
collaboration
experience

Barriers

University has
theoretical
competencies,
company has practical
competencies: they
are difficult to match

Company had very
little knowledge of
scope and terms –
limited assessment of
partner and projects
Very little assessment

University is often not committed
to business partners
Company is most committed
Company is committed from the
beginning

Scientist contacts
company with
project proposal
Contact is
facilitated through
network
Researcher takes
contact with ideas

Company has
extensive
collaboration
experience

Shared initiative

Company has no
collaboration
experience

Uni. Identifies
comp. and take
contact through
network

Extensive
collaboration
experience

Company finds it hard to commit to
project in busy periods, paying
attention to customers comes first
in line

Formalized
continuous contact
Company takes
contact with ideas

Table 3: Enabler and barrier patterns in the contact phase
Our data illustrates the importance of the contact phase for a UIC. Therefore we might also expect
to find structural arrangements or formalized processes and procedures that enable a smooth partner
search and selection in order to increase the chances of good collaboration. However, we can
conclude that the search process is often characterized by the use of informal connections. This
means that the assessment of potential partners is often limited because network connections are
trusted partners, and even though the selection process may move outward in the companies’ or
researchers’ networks, this lacking formalization and assessment continues to pertain. In line with
theory it is found that companies tend to contact prior collaboration partners, when looking for
potential partners, and this is something that could pose a potential problem for the value creation in
UIC’s moving forward, especially in the case of the regional setting that Aalborg University is a
part of.
Also in relation to the contact stage, our dataset indicates that contact seems primarily to be initiated
from the researchers and students’ perspectives, i.e. students asking for company access to write a
project report or researchers informing the company of a potential joint research project. However,
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there are a multitude of different initiatives being taken from the Aalborg University matchmaking
unit in the past year, so these results may be altered dramatically if new data were to be added.
There is no doubt that the respondents in our dataset have difficulties in finding their way to the
university, yet alone the right partners in the university. Local marketing through e.g. media,
seminars and conferences such as the InnovationX conference series are good examples of
communication channels that can potentially lead to contacts. In relation to e.g. InnovationX and
seminars to corporate managers, we suggest that researchers be more open, or should we say
aggressive, about communicating which types of companies they would like to get in touch with
and which problems they would like to study in these companies. Concrete suggestions in this line
could be a standard Powerpoint introduction slide with marketing-points aimed at researchers
presenting to external stakeholders that helps them to emphasize this and a formalized cooperation
with the business networks of the local governments and Connect Denmark.
The real problem that needs to be overcome is that a lot of this knowledge is intrinsic, so it builds
itself up around the partners within researchers, students, companies and matchmakers; and then it
leaves! This is emphasized by the findings that partners with extensive collaboration experience
tend to conduct more successful projects; in part due to the fact there is a learning curve in
identifying complementary competences, which is confirmed to be a major criteria of value creation
from the perspective of business.

Managing	
  the	
  initiation	
  process	
  	
  
The initiation phase is analyzed through the five components: planning of the project, defining the
objectives, team building and personal capabilities, establishment of boundaries such as legal
contracts and rights to the output, and finally communication between the collaborating partners. By
looking at table 4, it is interesting to see that there is a hole in our data concerning the positive
effects of establishing boundaries such as legal contracts and rights to potential output of the
project. This is a rather interesting outcome as it contradicts existing knowledge in the field. In line
with Tomkins (2001), formal agreements and Non Disclosure Agreements are found to help build
trust between partners. However, the projects we studied had a tendency to be initiated before
formal agreements had been made, and as this process at the central Aalborg University contractunit, at least in the words of the respondents, works very slowly, potential problems, e.g. in relation
to intellectual property rights are prone to arise.
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One possible explanation of the lack of boundaries early in the process is that the establishment of
boundaries is a continuous process, and not necessarily something that is done at the outset of a
UIC. This, of course, poses both potential problems and potential advantages, the latter relating to
flexibility in outcomes and the ability to optimize the project focus during its course of action. With
regard to the former, i.e. potential problems, the predicted outcome of this is that when projects go
wrong, then they tend to go very wrong. As such we suggest action to be taken in relation to
focusing on the establishment of boundaries, but in such a manner that the partners do not feel
overly bureaucratized, and thus be a key focus in future developments.

Enablers

Planning

Objectives

Deadlines are appreciated

Negotiated
beginning.

Company finds planning stage fine
(The project is described), but the
university administration works
slowly
Company arranges first meeting and
proposes ideas
Upon the first meeting researcher
proposes a research design and a plan
in order to balance expectations in the
early stages

Barriers

Team
building/personal
capabilities
and

balanced

from

the

Mutually agreed objectives from the
beginning
Scientist defines scope, company
balances and accepts

Extensive planning takes place. But
university parties are not committed
to plan

Scientists have theoretical ambitions,
company has practical ambitions.
Ambitions are not balanced

Milestones were established. But not
entirely in accordance with objectives

Company has a number of ideas and
objectives – these are negotiated and
balanced to fit researchers ambitions and
objectives

There is a lack of follow-up meetings

However, the company in retro
perspective found that it did not have the
capacity to define the right objectives

Communication

Researcher:
communication was
adjusted and improved
over the period

A project
management group is
formed with success
– all partners are
present and active

Intensive communication
in the early stages - Less
communication in the
later stages
Researchers are
introduced to the field to
promote mutual
understanding

Milestones and formal deadlines
Researcher defines the initial objectives
– company accepts. Afterwards the final
more detailed objectives are derived
from workshop activities

Terms should be balanced in an
ongoing process

Researcher has a
great ‘drive’

Objectives are formally agreed –
including research output

Ongoing dialog with the purpose of
understanding each other’s agendas
and objectives

Balancing of expectations is not
sufficient

Establishment of
boundaries

The objectives of each
part is clearly
communicated
NDA takes a long
time to move through
University
administration –
Project is initiated
before the completion

Cultural gap makes
communication difficult

Formal agreements
are made. The
process works very
slowly leading to
potential problems
related to IP rights

Culture gap present in
administration and
timeframe

Different objectives and
practices must be clearly
communicated

Table 4: Enabler and barrier patterns in the initiation phase
With regard to the planning component of the initiation phase, this was found to be an important
instigator for the perceived project management success and thereby also the evaluation of the
collaboration on a day-to-day basis. Here the company respondents in general appreciated the use of
milestones, deadlines, balancing out expectations and agreeing on objectives, and not surprisingly,
much dissatisfaction was related to lack of commitment to the plan from the researchers’ side, the
lack of alignment between milestones and objectives (i.e. here a difference between project
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management success and project success), and a lacking focus on follow-up meetings. It was
specifically commented that researchers often propose a research design from the beginning and
that initial negotiations tended to depart from this design, thus leaving open to debate whether the
objectives of the companies were sufficiently incorporated.
It is an interesting challenge that companies appreciate the establishment of formal deadlines;
students are forced to live by them; but researchers do not necessarily feel comfortable in such an
environment. Companies were clear in stating that milestones must be agreed on from the
beginning. However, some projects tend to forget the initial milestones and change scope; which
could be both good and bad. Sometimes objectives are communicated and balanced from the
beginning, but projects are not carried out in accordance with agreements, as a result of limited
communication beyond the initiation stage.
The arguments posed above both relate to an important point to be taken from this study, namely
that flexibility should be incorporated but that this generally craves a better communication between
the partners. This can potentially be achieved without too big an administrative setup, e.g. through
the use of project Wiki’s, project management tools like Podio or the correct use of a Google Docs
setup. An efficient setup gives a quick overview and pushes only relevant messages to the partner
on changes in schedule. In testing some of these tools, we have unfortunately found some
hindrances in Aalborg University’s IT setup, which does not allow for such collaboration with
external stakeholders when systems are setup by the university.
It can hardly be surprising that the objectives of each partner ought to be identified and
communicated from the very beginning. Afterwards, the involved partners should negotiate with the
aim of balancing and agreeing on expectations and objectives. Hence we suggest the use of formal –
but non-contractual – agreements that specifically state the roles and responsibilities of each partner
and which clarifies the value that each partner gets from the collaboration. While this is general
practice in industry, it may comprise new ground for many researchers. We also find further
evidence that a distinct culture gap between universities and companies does exist. This is not
necessarily a problem, but it is important that it be recognized and managed. This means agreeing
on expectations and planning the process from the very beginning of the project. Finally, there is the
problem of time horizon between university and industry, which must be taken into account at the
outset of a UIC.
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Interestingly the formation of a project management team is rarely mentioned. Actually, in our data
we encounter only one occasion where such a team is formed to contribute to the success of that
specific project. This is surprising, as Nielsen et al. (2012) argue that the formation of a project
team is an important aspect of creating good project management.

Generating	
  project	
  success	
  or	
  not	
  
The causes of success and non-success of UIC’s was also analyzed in our dataset. Success was to a
large extent found to be driven by companies’ gain of valuable knowledge and for the companies it
was projected as a success that results predominantly matched the initial expectations set out in the
initialization phase. This did not entail that every depicted expectation had to have been met. For
researchers, product and process innovation was an important milestone for success and several
researchers stressed that the collaboration could be good, despite the results being ordinary.
Therefore there is a slight misalignment between perceived successes, although not critical.
Interestingly, this means that while researchers can perceive UIC’s as successful already before they
are finished, companies are more reluctant to do so.

Concluding	
  remarks	
  
The strong emphasis on utilizing existing networks only strengthens the fact that the reputation of
the scientists has not been found to play any particular role. In the long-term, this may pose a
potential problem that private networks play such a large role, in turn leaving little leeway for new
partnership constellations. Therefore, action should focus on mixing the cards in a better fashion,
not through mandatory matching but through a better marketing exercise, whose primary
responsibility must lie with the researchers.
Action should also focus on easing selection processes both for companies, students and
researchers. Work must be done in relation to creating structural arrangements or formalized
processes and procedures that enable a smooth partner search and selection in order to increase the
chances of a good collaboration. Why is it for example that industry has access to online
recruitment systems that test and match personal profiles, while UIC’s do not recognize this aspect
at all? We also suggest action to be taken in relation to focusing on the establishment of boundaries,
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but in such a manner that the partners do not feel overly bureaucratized, and that this should be a
key focus in future developments.
Respondents continuously emphasized the need for better communication between the partners.
This can potentially be achieved without too big an administrative setup, e.g. through the use of
project Wiki’s, project management tools like Podio or the correct use of a Google Docs setup. An
efficient setup gives a quick overview and pushes only relevant messages to the partner on changes
in schedule. In testing some of these tools, we have unfortunately found some hindrances in
Aalborg University’s IT setup, which does not allow for such collaboration with external
stakeholders when systems are setup by the university.
Finally, our dataset may potentially play an important role in defining future objectives of
university-industry collaborations. We suggest challenging the traditional objectives of these UIC’s
by using formal agreements that specifically state the roles and responsibilities of each partner and
which clarifies the value that each partner gets from the collaboration. This would entail analyzing
and agreeing on common value creation and the value creation for each partner as well for example
creating flexible contracts. In Nielsen & Sort 2012, this is exemplified through the analysis of the
UCI as a business model proposition.
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